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Abstract
This paper discusses the scale-dependent grasps. Sup-
pose that an object is initially placed on a table without
touching by human hand and, then he (or she) finally
achieves an enveloping grasp after an appropriate ap-
proach phase. Under such initial and final conditions,
human unconsciously changes the grasp strategy ac-
cording to the size of object, even though they have
similar geometry. We call the grasp planning the scale-
dependent grasp. Along the grasp patterns observed in
human grasping, we apply a couple of grasp procedures
to multi-fingered robot hands.
Key Words: Scale-Dependent grasps, multi-finger-
ed robot hand, column object.

1 Introduction
There have been a number of works concerning multi-
fingered robot hands. Most of them address a finger
tip grasp, where it is assumed that a part of inner
link never makes contact with the object. Envelop-
ing grasp (or power grasp) provides another grasping
style, where multiple contacts between one finger and
the object are allowed. Such an enveloping grasp can
support a large load in nature and is highly stable
due to a large number of distributed contact points on
the grasped object. While there are still many works
discussing enveloping grasps, most of them deal with
the grasping phase only, such as contact force analysis,
robustness of grasp, contact position sensing, and so
forth. Suppose that human eventually achieves an en-
veloping grasp for an object placed on a table as shown
in Fig.1. Actually, such a situation is often observed
in a practical environment, for example, in grasping
a table knife, an ice pick, a hammer, a wrench, and
so on. In many cases, the tool handle can be mod-
eled as a cylindrical shape. For a cylindrical object
having a sufficiently large diameter, human wraps it
directly without any regrasping process, since the ta-
ble makes no interference with the finger links at all.
As the diameter decreases, human is obliged to utilize
a different strategy so that he (or she) may avoid in-
terference caused by the table. By simple experiment,
we can show that human chooses the grasp planning
according to the scale of objects, even though they
are geometrically similar. We call the grasp planning
the scale-dependent grasp planning. We would note
that the scale-dependent grasp does not mean the final
grasp style but means the change of the grasp patterns

Fig.1 Enveloping grasp for an object placed on a table.

existing between the initial and final states according
to the size of objects.

In this paper, we first observe the human behavior for
grasping column objects with different size, shape of
cross section and surface friction.
Our goal is to extract essential motion from human be-
havior and apply them to a multi-fingered robot hand.
As for cylindrical objects with relatively small con-
tact friction, the robot hand can achieve an enveloping
grasp by utilizing three patterns, depending on the size
of object. For a relatively large object, the hand can
directly grasp it (direct grasp). For an object with mid-
dle size, the hand can utilize the wedge-effect, where
a simple pushing motion at the bottom part of object
automatically produces an upward force for lifting up
the object (sliding based grasp). For a small object, the
hand picks up object by thumb and index (or middle)
finger tip then regrasp it by the remaining fingers (re-
grasping based grasp). For cylindrical objects, we pick
up three patterns according to the size of object and
rearrange those motion plans so that a multi-fingered
can easily apply them. We also focus on different ob-
jects, apart from cylindrical objects and found that the
grasp strategies taken for cylindrical objects are not al-
ways applicable to a general column object, especially
for the object whose cross section is either triangle or
square. For those objects, we prepare a rotating mo-
tion as an initial adjustment phase for producing a
gap between the bottom part of the object and the
table, so that the finger tip may be easily inserted in
it. We also discussed the effect of contact friction on
the grasp strategy. Under a significant contact fric-
tion, the sliding based grasp does not work any more.
For such a situation, we provided rolling based grasp



as an alternative procedure. The proposed grasping
strategies are also verified experimentally by using a
three-fingered robot hand.

2 Related Work
Human grasping based approach: In robotic
hands, there have been a number of papers learnt by
human behaviors[1]—[5]. Cutkosky[1] have analyzed
manufacturing grips and correlation with the design
of robotic hands by examining grasps used by hu-
mans working with tools and metal parts. Stansfield[3]
discussed the robotic grasping based on knowledge.
These works [1]—[3] focus on either the final grasp mode
or finding an appropriate grasp posture under a set of
grasp modes, target geometric characteristics and task
description. Jeannerod[4] has shown that during the
approaching phase of grasping, the hand preshapes in
order to prepare the shape matching with the object
to be grasped. Bard and Troccaz[5] introduced such a
preshaping motion into a robotic hand and proposed
a system for preshaping a planar two-fingered hand by
utilizing low-level visual data.

Enveloping grasp or power grasp: Mirza and
Orin[6] applied a linear programming approach to for-
mulate and solve the force distribution problem in
power grasps, and showed a significant increase in the
maximum weight handling capability for completely
enveloping type power grasps. Trinkle[7] analyzed
planning techniques for enveloping, and frictionless
grasping. Salisbury[8] has proposed the Whole-Arm
Manipulation (WAM) capable of treating a big and
heavy object by using one arm which allows multi-
ple contacts with an object. Bicchi[9] showed that in-
ternal forces in power grasps which allow inner link
contacts can be decomposed into active and passive.
Kleinmann et.al.[10] showed a couple of approaches
for finally achieving power grasp from finger tip grasp.
Under constant torque control, Kaneko, Higashimori
and Tsuji[11] discussed the transition stability by uti-
lizing the force-flow diagram while the object is lifted
up from the table to the palm.

Kaneko, Tanaka, and Tsuji[12] first discussed the
scale-dependent grasp based on the observation of hu-
man grasping.

3 Observation of Human Grasping
In order to observe human behavior, we ask a subject
to achieve an enveloping grasp for an object placed
on a table, as shown in Fig.1. For column objects,
we observe how human changes his (or her) grasping
strategy according to the size, the shape of cross sec-
tion of object, and the contact friction. Fig.2 shows
the objects used in our experiments, where the white
and the black objects denote that they are covered by
a drawing paper and a rubber, respectively, so that we
can change the surface friction. We use the normalized
length d defined by d = Lo/Lh, where Lh and Lo, re-
spectively, denote the length measured from the tip of
thumb to the tip of index finger, and the circumference
of object, as shown in Fig.3. The discussion utilizing
d is very convenient since it is non-dimensional and,

Fig.2 Column objects used in the experiments.

Fig.3 Explanation of Lo and Lh.

therefore, suppresses the scale effect brought by the
hand size. We have done the grasp experiment for
twenty-five subjects.

Fig.4(a) through (d) show the experimental results for
column objects whose surfaces are covered by drawing
papers(left side) and rubbers(right side), where ”No.”
denotes the number of subjects who took the particu-
lar grasp pattern, and Fig.4(a), (b), (c) and (d) corre-
spond to the objects whose cross sections are triangle,
rectangle, hexagon and circle, respectively.

Pattern 1: Without any re-grasping motion, human
directly grasps the object as shown in Fig.5(a). (Direct
grasp)

Pattern 2: Finger tips are pushed between the bot-
tom part of object and table, such that the object can
be lifted up automatically, as shown in Fig.5(b). (Slid-
ing based grasp)

Pattern 3: The object is first picked up by thumb
and the remaining four fingers, and then the object
is rolled up over the surface of thumb as shown in
Fig.5(c). (Rolling based grasp)

Pattern 4: The object is first picked up by thumb
and index (or middle) finger tip. The remaining fingers
hook the object and then squeeze it till the finger tip
grasp is broken and the object contacts the palm, as
shown in Fig.5(d). (Regrasping based grasp)

For a large object whose d is greater than 1.0, human
directly grasps it (pattern1), irrespective of both ob-
ject’s shape and contact friction. As the size of object
decreases, pattern 2 through 4 appear according to the
personal choice as well as the conditions set for the ex-



Fig.4 Grasp pattern classification map.

periment. Pattern4 especially becomes dominant for
a small object. For such a small object, human tries
to avoid interference between the finger tip and the
table. As a result, human first picks up the object and
achieves the target grasp through regrasping process
from finger tip grasp to enveloping grasp. An inter-
esting observation is that for cylindrical objects, some
subjects take the sliding based grasp, where a lifting
force can be expected by a simple pushing motion at
the bottom part of object.

For objects with significant friction, the grasp pat-
tern2 (sliding based grasp) disappears and, instead,
both rolling based and regrasping based grasps become
dominant. Such a change of grasp pattern is naturally
understandable, because it is hard to achieve a sliding
motion under a significant friction while both rolling

Fig.5 Grasp patterns.

and regrasping motions can be realized irrespective of
the contact friction.

Another interesting behavior is observed for the ini-
tial phase in grasping triangular objects. Almost 70%
of subjects first rotate the object around an edge so
that a couple of fingers can be inserted in the gap pro-
duced, as shown in Fig.6, where (a) explains the basic
motion at the initial phase and (b) shows percentage
of subjects utilizing the rotating motion. For grasping
a triangular object, such a rotating motion is quite es-
sential for detaching the object from the table. We
call this motion the initial adjustment motion. We
note that the initial adjustment motion dominantly
appears only for triangular objects.

4 Application to Robot Hands
Our goal is not only to observe the human grasping
but also to prepare the grasp strategy applicable to a
multi-fingered robot hand. One way is to measure the
human motion and directly send the position data to
the robot hand, so that it can realize the same mo-
tion that human does. This approach, however, will
not work successfully. This is because each robot hand
has its own configuration, degrees of freedom, and the
number of fingers, which are so different from those
of human hand. Instead of imitating the exact mo-
tion done by human, we extract the essential motions
and implement the key motion into a multi-fingered
robot. While experiments by human provide a number



Fig.6 Initial adjustment motion

(a) Approaching phase (b) Lifting/Grasping phase

Fig.7 Direct grasp.

of person-dependent grasp patterns, we roughly clas-
sify the grasp patterns into four, direct grasp, sliding
based grasp, regrasping based grasp and rolling based
grasp. Each strategy is associated with scale and cross
section of column objects and friction.

4.1 Enveloping cylindrical objects

We assume that the robot hand including position sen-
sor and torque sensor for each joint, we also assume a
vision system for recognizing the object’s shape as well
as it position.

(a) Direct grasp

Direct grasp can be achieved straightforward. The
robot hand is first fully opened and approaches the ob-
ject until either the palm or part of finger makes con-
tact with the object. When part of finger link makes
contact with the object, the hand is moved so that it
may be centered at the object. Then, each finger is
closed by applying constant torque control as shown
in Fig.7(a). After grasping object the robot hand lifts
up as shown in Fig.7(b).

(b) Sliding based grasp

Initially each finger is opened as shown in Fig.8(a) and
then approaches the table until the finger tip makes
contact with it, where the table detection can be easily
checked by torque sensor outputs. In the next step,
each finger tip follows along the table until a part of
finger link makes contact with the object as shown in
Fig.8(b). Then, each finger tip pushes the object each
other, so that we can make the most use of wedge-
effect. The object will be automatically lifted up by
the slip between the finger tip and the object surface
as shown in Fig.8(c). At the same time each link is

(a) Initial posture (b) Object detection

(c) Lifting (d) Enveloping
Fig.8 Sliding based grasp.

closed to remove the degrees of freedom of the object
gradually. In this strategy, constant torque control is
also effectively utilized for achieving both lifting and
grasping phases. Whether the object really reaches
the palm or not, and how firmly the hand grasps the
object, strongly depend on how much torque command
is imparted to each joint.

(c) Regrasping based grasp

For an object whose diameter is small enough to en-
sure that any finger tip can not be inserted in the bot-
tom part of object, it is difficult to utilize the wedge-
effect. In such a case, regrasping based grasp may be
an appropriate strategy for finally enveloping the ob-
ject. Regrasping based grasp can be decomposed into
two basic motions. One is the motion for picking up
the object by using two fingers as shown in Fig.9(a),
and the other regrasping motion as shown in Fig.9(b)
through (e). The first motion plays an important role
in allowing no interference from the table. In the fol-
lowing motion, the remaining finger hooks the object
so that we can make a small gap between the object
and the table as shown in Fig.9(b), even though two
fingers picking the object are released from the object.
After those finger motions, the object is supported by
one finger and the table as shown in Fig.9(c). We note
that under such object’s posture we can find an enough
space between the object and the table for the released
fingers to be inserted. In the next step, the left finger
is swung a bit as shown in Fig.9(d) so that it may not
be interfered with the right fingers during the finger
closing motion. After every finger is inserted into the
bottom of the object as shown in Fig.9(e), constant
torque control is applied for achieving an enveloping
grasp as shown in Fig.9(f).

(d) Rolling based grasp

For sliding based grasp, we implicitly assume that the
contact friction is small enough to smoothly achieve a
sliding motion during the lifting phases. Under signifi-
cant friction, however, the sliding based procedure will
eventually fail in enveloping an object, since a sliding



(a) Picking up (b) Inserting the 3rd finger

(c) Releasing two fingers (d) Swinging

(e) Regrasping (f) Enveloping

Fig.9 Regrasping based grasp.

motion is not always guaranteed between the robot
finger and the object. This failure can be detected by
monitoring both position and torque sensor’s outputs.
At the moment such failure happens, each torque sen-
sor output sharply increases, while finger posture does
not change at all.

In such a case, we switch from a sliding based strategy
to rolling based grasp strategy after the object is put
down on the table. Fig.10 shows an example of rolling
based grasp. First, the left finger starts to make the
object roll over along the surface of right fingers being
in slowly closing as shown in Fig.10(a) through (b).
After confirming that the center of gravity exists be-
tween the two right fingers, the left finger is released
as shown in Fig.10(c) and finally an enveloping grasp
is completed as shown in Fig.10(d).

4.2 Enveloping other column objects
For a cylindrical object, there usually exists an enough
space to insert a finger tip between the bottom part of
the object and the table, unless the object’s diameter
is smaller than that of finger tip. As a result, the finger
tip can easily produce the upward force unless the con-
tact friction is dominant. For a general column object,
however, depending upon the object’s shape, the finger
tip forces may balance within the object or they may
produce the downward force even if the contact fric-
tion is small. Under such situations, the lifting force
is not produced, even though we increase the contact
force. For example, such situations will be observed
for the objects shown in Fig.11(a). Such a failure in
lifting can be easily detected by the joint torque sen-
sor, because their outputs will sharply increase during
a pushing motion in the horizontal direction. For such
an object, an initial adjustment phase is necessary for

(a) Before rolling (b) After rolling

(c) Finger releasing (d) Enveloping
Fig.10 Rolling based grasp.

Fig.11 Examples of objects where the upward force is
not expected by a simple pushing motion, and Pushing
point Pc for triangular object.

producing an enough space to insert fingers between
the object and the table. As grasp experiments by
human suggest, the rotating motion should be a key
for partly detaching an object having rectangular or
triangular cross section from a table.

Suppose an extreme case, where the friction between
the finger tip and the object is zero. Even for such an
extreme case, in order to produce a rotating moment
around one side of the support polygon, we have to im-
part a pushing force at the upper point than Pc, where
Pc is the intersection between the object surface and
the normal line from the supporting edge, as shown in
Fig.11(b). However, Pc does not always exist over the
object surface since it strongly depends on the object’s
geometry. When Pc is not detected, we assign the top
point as Pc in which the finger tip can apply the largest
moment under a constant pushing force. Suppose that
the object’s shape can be detected by a vision, we can
obtain the pushing point for rotating motion as well
as the position of the object.

After a sufficient gap is produced as shown in
Fig.12(a), one finger is removed away from the ob-
ject’s surface to be inserted into the gap as shown in
Fig.12(b). After the finger tip is sufficiently inserted
into the gap between the object and the table, we ap-
ply the same grasping mode as that taken for cylin-
drical objects. More precise discussions on sensing are
described in [13].

5 Discussion
In section 4, we proposed four different strategies and
the initial adjustment phase, while the initial adjust-



(a) Rotating (b) Finger inserting
Fig.12 Initial adjustment motion (Rotating motion).

Fig.13 The map for choosing an appropriate strategy
for achieving envelop grasp.

ment phase included depends upon the object’s shape.
In this section, we summarize how we switch from
one to another strategy. Fig.13 shows a guide-line-
map for choosing an appropriate strategy for an arbi-
trary object. We note that the contact friction is not
known until at least fingers make contact with the ob-
ject, while the object’s geometry is known in advance
by a vision system. Therefore, the robot hand can
not make decision in advance whether the sliding or
the rolling based grasp is better, while it can prepare
an appropriate strategy depending upon the object’s
shape. In general, the motion planning for the slid-
ing based grasp is simple enough compared with that
for the rolling based grasp. Due to the fact, when
the vision system provides the size whose appropriate
strategy is either the sliding or the rolling based grasp,
the robot hand first takes the strategy of the sliding
based grasp. If it fails in finally achieving the grasp,
then it switches from the sliding based grasp to the
rolling based one.

6 Conclusion
We discussed the Scale-Dependent Grasp by observ-
ing the grasp pattern produced by human. Based
on the observation of human grasping, we chose four
grasp patterns which are easily applicable for a multi-
fingered robot hand. We showed a guide-line-map
for choosing the most appropriate strategy depending
upon the constant friction as well as the geometry.
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